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INTRODUCTION

In Bristol County, Massachusetts, more than 30 people have died behind bars in the last 10 years.¹ Overwhelmingly, these are people awaiting trial. Some have died because of substance withdrawal and others by suicide. And the people who remain incarcerated say that they're not receiving basic health care, including one man in Bristol County who has given us permission to share his story anonymously.

For years I complained of severe hip pain and pleaded for medical attention. After filing medical grievance after medical grievance, I was finally sent to see an outside doctor who took an X-ray.

The doctor put the X-ray on the wall, and immediately the transportation officer accompanying me said, “Wow, his hip is messed up.” The doctor asked if the officer could read X-rays, and the officer said, “No, but I saw the poster in the hall, and it didn’t look like this.” The doctor confirmed that my hip was “totally gone” and scheduled me for surgery.

I returned to the jail and months went by without any word on my surgery. I asked for my medical records, and they told me I could not get them due to HIPAA laws. They were my records. I filed more grievances, only to be given a shoe lift and told my surgery was never approved in the first place. I found out this had happened before; other patients were only ever offered a shoe lift.

You file medical grievances, and they send you the same generic reply, “You have been seen by a provider and a plan has been made.” You file an appeal, and they never respond. Period.

Yet Thomas M. Hodgson, the longtime sheriff of Bristol County and the sole leader of the jail facility, has made no changes to the health care provider, CPS Healthcare. CPS has spent more than $20,365 on sheriffs’ campaigns in Massachusetts, and $12,040 has gone directly to Hodgson. The State of Massachusetts reports that state sheriffs paid a total of $9.82 million in contracts to CPS Healthcare from 2012 to 2021.²

Hodgson appears to be the rule, rather than the exception, which we show in The Paid Jailer: How Sheriff Campaign Dollars Shape Mass Incarceration. In the United States, more than 3,000 sheriffs possess unchecked authority over arrests, incarceration, and civil enforcement. Common Cause and Sheriffs for Trusting Communities sought financial and related data from 105 sheriffs to investigate conflicts of interest and ethics issues. For this report, we define a conflict of interest when a public official (e.g., a sheriff) is in a position to receive a personal benefit (e.g., a campaign contribution) from actions or decisions made in their official capacity (e.g., awarding contracts). More specifically, we define conflicts of interest as contributions to sheriff candidates from incarceration-specific businesses, as well as other businesses and individuals that may stand to benefit by doing business with a sheriff’s office (including construction, food services, and weapons manufacturers).³ Unfortunately, many conflicts of interest are not prohibited by government ethics laws.

¹ Nationwide, there were 1,120 deaths reported, or a rate of 154 deaths per 100,000 people in jail,” citation from Leah Wang, “Rise in Jail Deaths is Especially Troubling as Jail Populations Become More Rural and More Female,” Prison Policy Initiative (June 23, 2021), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2021/06/23/jail_mortality/.
² Massachusetts Statewide Spending, http://cthruspending.mass.gov/#/year/All%20Years/explore/0-/vendor/CORRECTIONAL+PSYCHIATRIC+SERVI/0/-/cabinet_secretariat/SHERIFF+DEPARTMENTS/0/department.
³ Contributions from industries with unclear or little-documented connections to sheriffs and mass incarceration were removed from the final tally and analysis, including cosmetics providers, philanthropists, and most retail services. While contributions from these industries may create possible conflicts, our focus is directed toward companies that are most clearly involved in legally, financially, and materially benefiting from the mass incarceration industry.
In the criminal legal system, the patterns are clear and striking. Business interests can establish a relationship with sheriffs by sending even small contributions. Construction companies provide backing to sheriffs who proceed to build new jails. Health care companies fund campaigns, and then receive multimillion-dollar contracts, with no criteria for results or the health of incarcerated people. The list of donors with direct conflicts is striking and includes employed deputies, bail bonds companies, weapons dealers, and gun ranges. It is a system incentivized to jail more people and cast a blind eye to any harm suffered by those within the jails.

Our research, conducted in 11 states, in less than 3 percent of sheriffs offices, documents approximately 13,000 apparent conflicts of interest, primarily between 2010 and 2021. We have identified upward of $6 million, approximately 40% of all examined contributions, that create potential conflicts of interest. We have selected these sheriffs using a combination of public interest, and random selection, so these sheriffs are more likely to represent a pattern than exceptional cases. Because the line between legal and illegal conflicts of interest varies between jurisdictions, and because many jurisdictions’ conflict of interest laws are woefully inadequate, we did not attempt to determine the legality of specific contributions and contracts. Occupational and employer data from campaign contributions were aggregated and categorized.

Striking findings include:

- Maryland sheriffs received up to $1,396,569 in ethically conflicted donations across 24 campaigns.
- The Orange County (CA) Sheriff accounts for $715,000 in potential conflicts of interest.
- Massachusetts sheriffs received up to $2,686,129 in potentially conflicted donations across just 13 sheriffs’ campaigns, with sheriffs in these five counties being the top recipients: Suffolk County, $319,002; Bristol County, $324,870; Hampden County, $396,604; Worcester County, $504,516; and Plymouth County, $738,008.

We find that there are not simply one or two conflicted contributors to sheriff elections but a wide range that represents the varied financial interests in the office. These include multinational corporations, such as GTL Solutions.
with an interest in contracts that require incarcerated people to pay to call their loved ones. These contributors also include local mom-and-pop shops, such as gun ranges that want sheriffs to more quickly issue permits to carry concealed weapons.\(^8\) Contribution limits differ greatly by state, and many companies will have multiple employees, or a whole family of leadership, donate to the candidate. At the same time, businesses of all sizes are able to seek attention by donating.\(^9\) Besides enriching sheriffs’ campaign accounts, this money incentivizes arrests, incarceration, and a host of related practices that too often prioritize profit over human lives.

Sheriffs are politicians who make major decisions about health and safety for millions of Americans—and they shouldn’t be up for sale to the highest bidder. Alongside carceral reforms and community investment, small-dollar democracy programs can amplify the voices of those most impacted by overincarceration and can help to reenvision a justice system that works for everyone and not just a wealthy few.

**Summary of Findings**

Current incumbents in 48 counties we researched received campaign contributions from these industries:

- **Construction companies and real estate businesses** gave sheriffs’ campaigns at least $1,620,611 across 1,010 separate transactions. These companies benefit by receiving lucrative contracts for the design and construction of jails and other law enforcement facilities. Others seek added protection for their properties or more speedy evictions. One sheriff accepted more than $675,000 (including cash and in-kind campaign contributions) from a real estate developer and then handed the contributor more than $35 million in contracts and fees on foreclosed properties.\(^10\)

---


9. Campaign contribution rules in New Mexico limit contributions to any sheriff candidate from any individual person or entity at $5,200 per election cycle, with increases governed by changes in the Consumer Price Index ([https://www.sos.state.nm.us/candidate-and-campaigns/how-to-become-a-candidate/campaign-contribution-limits/](https://www.sos.state.nm.us/candidate-and-campaigns/how-to-become-a-candidate/campaign-contribution-limits/)). Florida, on the other hand, places the limit at $1,000 per election cycle without any apparent schedule for changes ([https://dos.myflorida.com/elections/candidates-committees/campaign-finance/](https://dos.myflorida.com/elections/candidates-committees/campaign-finance/)). In Maryland, there is a $6,000 limit from a person to a political campaign in one election cycle ([Maryland State Board of Elections, “Summary Guide Maryland Candidacy & Campaign Finance Laws,” pg. 42, [https://elections.maryland.gov/campaign_finance/documents/Summary_Guide_2017_final.pdf](https://elections.maryland.gov/campaign_finance/documents/Summary_Guide_2017_final.pdf)]. In Alabama, a state that has not been included in this report, the state has placed no limit on campaign contributions from individuals and entities to county election campaigns. Instead, each gift over $100 triggers a reporting requirement; contributions of $20,000 and higher are simply required to fill out another kind of report ([Major Contribution Report; Alabama Secretary of State, “Candidate Filing Guidelines,” [2022 cycle], [https://www.sos.alabama.gov/sites/default/files/Candidate%20Filing%20Guidelines%202022.pdf](https://www.sos.alabama.gov/sites/default/files/Candidate%20Filing%20Guidelines%202022.pdf)].

Representatives of legal firms and related services gave $326,878.70 across 1,099 separate donations. Many of these contributors represent the sheriffs' offices on wrongful death and misconduct cases. Some of these contributors even handled the public records requests issued in researching this report.  

Transportation companies donated $286,826, including towing and hauling businesses, across 599 transactions. Sheriffs’ offices spend millions to purchase, modify, and repair their vehicles, including cars, boats, and aircraft. Sheriffs also rely on towing companies for impounding vehicles. Moving companies benefit when the sheriff calls them when evicting someone from their residence.  

Tech and Telecom companies donated $216,847 to these sheriffs. Many sheriffs’ offices are high-tech enterprises, dishing out millions of dollars in contracts to companies that handle services such as phone calls with incarcerated people, surveillance, and weapons systems. Sheriffs’ offices often draw commissions from services they provide to incarcerated people, including up to 85% site commissions on every phone call.  

Medical businesses and professionals donated more than $290,000 in at least 640 contributions to the analyzed campaigns. At least $55,465 came from providers who also held contracts with these same sheriffs. For example, the Bristol County and Suffolk County (Massachusetts) sheriffs received $20,140 from invested correctional medical professionals during a time in which 62 incarcerated people died in these jails.  

---

11 For example, Erlingson Banks, PLLC (Baton Rouge, Louisiana) processed our FOIA request for the East Baton Rouge Sheriff’s Office between March and June 2021. The same company contributed at least $7,000 to Sheriff Sid Gautreaux (East Baton Rouge, Louisiana) between 2014 and 2017.  

12 One local business volunteered to reporters that it exceeds $120,000 in annual receipts from these evictions, which it calculates as about 20% of its business (https://www.mlive.com/news/us-world/2012/01/moving_evicted_tenants_is_big.html).  

13 Recent examples are found in Karina Wilkinson, “Massachusetts Prison and Jail Phone and Video Rates Background Sheet,” 2 (https://www.prisonpolicy.org/scans/mass_contracts/ma_prison_and_jail_phone_rates_fact_sheet.pdf).  

14 Report by Beth Healy and Christine Willmsen, “Pain and Profits: Sheriffs Hand Off Inmate Care to Private Health Companies,” WBUR News, March 24, 2020, https://www.wbur.org/news/2020/03/24/jail-health-companies-profit-sheriffs-watch, which lists 31 deaths in each jail. Hodgson (Bristol County, Massachusetts) and Tompkins (Suffolk County, Massachusetts) received more than $50,480 from the wider medical profession (Hodgson received $32,730 from medical professionals from 2008 to 2018; Tompkins in Suffolk received $17,850 in the same interval).
Businesses in the energy industry have been known to use sheriffs as their own private security forces, sometimes even paying them for violent force. Our research found that at least $70,679 was donated to sheriffs from segments of the energy sector. At least $7,500 of this went to a sheriff in rural Eddy County, New Mexico, where petroleum producers are among the few contributors. The sheriff has gone on record to work “closely and aggressively” with industry partners to protect the oilfields.

The resources to win a sheriff’s election vary dramatically from place to place, from a few thousand to millions of dollars. The private-sector contributors tend to scale their funding based on local campaign finance limits, but the pattern is consistent. Incumbent sheriff candidates are running for reelection based on money to be made from every sector of the offices.

Contributors to winning/incumbent sheriffs’ elections originating in industries mentioned in the report

Are sheriffs elected to protect corporations or people? The answer is often clear but not comfortable. Without campaign finance reforms, unrestricted political contributions flow from self-interested organizations that desire some sort of profit in return.

---


In the next section of this report, we describe the role of sheriffs, followed by an explanation of the role that corporations connected with the office play in the lives of incarcerated people. The report then details a clear pattern of conflict, with troubling consequences in a growing system of mass incarceration and in the lives of incarcerated people. The report concludes with a set of policy recommendations, including recommendations for getting mass incarceration money out of the political system.

In Pinellas County (Florida), Sheriff Bob Gualtieri has contracted with G4S to transport incarcerated people, even as they made fatal mistakes. In one case in 2013, a G4S employee, with a checkered past as a sheriff’s deputy in a neighboring county, failed to intervene as a person in his custody, Thomas Morrow, was severely injured and later died. Morrow’s wife, speaking to USA Today, blamed the sheriff and G4S “who chose ‘to save a buck’ by hiring ‘these incompetent people who should never be involved in law enforcement.’ ‘Putting people’s lives at risk,’ she said, ‘that’s exactly what he did by hiring G4S.’” In 2018, in a separate case, a G4S driver waited five minutes while failing to check on Luis Nieves in his vehicle even after noticing during the ride that he was failing to move—Nieves died of positional asphyxiation, blocked breathing.

Gualtieri defended G4S, and, as far as we can tell, has continued to renew the contract—G4S is currently hiring for transportation jobs in the county. And Gualtieri received his rewards. In last year’s election, in the closing weeks, a G4S-connected group called Wackenhut PAC donated $1,000 directly to Gualtieri’s campaign and $5,000 to a supporting committee. G4S has also contributed to other sheriffs in Florida. G4S was founded in 1954 as Wackenhut. Drew Levine, the U.S. president of G4S, is the chair of the PAC.

The Office of Sheriff and Why It Matters

The more than 3,000 sheriffs’ offices across the country have enormous and often unchecked power. While their role differs by state, they usually play three major formal roles.

First, like police officers, sheriffs and their deputies make arrests, particularly in rural and suburban areas. Sheriffs’ deputies make more than 2 million arrests each year, and with their firearms, they kill more than 400 people.

Second, sheriffs control most jails in the country, where approximately 746,000 individuals are confined at any given time, about three-quarters (75%) of whom are awaiting trial because they cannot afford to pay their bond. The terrible conditions in these jails resulted in more than 4,998 deaths of incarcerated people between 2008 and 2019, a number that continues to rise every year.

17 Murphy, Penzenstadler, and Barton, “A Security Empire Deployed Guards.”
18 Murphy, Penzenstadler, and Barton, “A Security Empire Deployed Guards.”
22 For example, Sheriff Grady Judd of Polk County, Florida, has recently taken contributions from William Isbell of G4S ($500 on September 10, 2019, and $461.33 on July 31, 2020).
Finally, sheriffs play a lead role in civil enforcements, a wide range of powers that extend from tax collection to conducting evictions to providing gun permits to enforcing mask mandates. Between the year 2000 and 2020, civil forfeitures have enriched law enforcement at the expense of impoverished people to the tune of $68.8 billion. Working mothers trying to raise children were evicted by sheriffs’ deputies carrying AR-15 assault rifles and driving armored vehicles. Sheriffs disrupt working people’s fragile finances and lives.

The Role of the Sheriff

Sheriffs claim that the office is integral to “America’s democratic fabric,” or, as former U.S. attorney general Jeff Sessions said, a “critical part of the Anglo-American heritage of law enforcement.” However, sheriffs do not reflect

28 East Bay DSA (@DSAEastBay), “Did you know the Alameda County Sheriff’s office has a tank and soldiers with AR-15s? They’re out here evicting and arresting the @moms4housing at 5am. There is nothing happening at 2928 Magnolia St that justifies this level of force,” Twitter, January 14, 2020, 9:06 AM, https://twitter.com/DSAEastBay/status/1217085560325932120.
our nation’s diverse communities. Roughly 90% of sheriffs are white males.\textsuperscript{31} Sheriffs become deeply rooted into their positions. The average sheriff’s tenure in office is around 24 years across multiple terms,\textsuperscript{32} and many pass their position to a hand-picked successor. Funds pouring into sheriffs’ offices and campaigns accentuate the selective democracy inherent in sheriffs’ elections.\textsuperscript{33}

### Corporations That Interact with Sheriffs

Corporations see the sheriff as the head of a major bureaucracy, with lucrative potential.

While the public often thinks of sheriffs almost exclusively as law enforcement, corporations see the sheriff as the head of a major bureaucracy, with lucrative potential. This bureaucracy ranges in size from a handful of staff members to budgets that can rise into the hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands of employees. Corporations encroach on each of the sheriff’s three roles (policing, jailing, and civil enforcement).

---


\textsuperscript{33} Tomberlin, “‘Don’t Elect Me,’” p. 144.

\textsuperscript{34} The sheriffs’ role in ensuring eligible incarcerated individuals have access to their ballot is discussed in Patrick Potyandy and Jai Rajagopal, “Voting behind Bars: Ensuring Meaningful Ballot Access in Colorado’s Jails,” Common Cause Education Fund (Oct. 2020), 8–9, \url{https://www.commoncause.org/colorado/resource/voting-behind-bars/}.

\textsuperscript{35} https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/jail_voting.html


---
Our research builds off the work of Worth Rises, Prison Policy Initiative, and others who have shown the deep link between private-sector contractors and the institutions charged with public safety. The following are business sectors that contributed roughly $6 million in conflicted contributions to 48 elected/incumbent sheriffs over approximately 10 years, mostly between 2010 and 2021. Businesses influence every point of a sheriff’s powers:

- In the policing role, sheriffs purchase body armor, uniforms, guns, and vehicles. Deputies go on patrol shouldering thousands of dollars in technology and other equipment, while customized security cameras, drones, and helicopters keep watch from above. Over the past 10 years, political contributions of approximately $210,000 from tech and telecom companies, $30,000 from weapons industries, and $14,000 from law enforcement suppliers show the stake these businesses have in the sheriff’s policing role. The sheriffs then have the incentive to put more deputies on the street and to use more expensive forms of weaponry.

- In the jailing role, private companies often provide health care, phone systems, food, and commissary services. They receive contracts to design and build new jails or to do the janitorial service in the jail. This power of sheriffs was not lost on the construction companies that, over the past 15 years, contributed about $631,000, in addition to $200,000 from food services companies (including some that service jails exclusively), nearly $25,000 from cleaning and janitorial services, and over $29,000 from companies that provide telephone service both inside and outside of jails. The sheriffs then build new jails and hire contractors who have no incentive to make sure incarcerated people live and thrive when they leave.

- In the civil enforcement role, sheriffs often work closely with real estate, locksmith, and moving companies on the eviction process. They issue weapons permits to private citizens and security permits to commercial/residential alarm companies. Approximately $990,000 in real estate contributions, $83,315 from security and investigative firms, and even portions of the $358,819 from other government employees between 2006 and 2021 speak to the price of the sheriff’s civil authority.

These arrangements hum along largely unnoticed by the public and undisturbed by oversight from other government agencies. Meanwhile, the balance sheets of companies and sheriffs are thriving in the same climate. Jail bars are first sketched out as rows and columns on balance sheets, cells to be filled in later with the rich color palette of a county’s population. Sheriffs and corporations conspire behind the scenes to keep spreadsheets “in the black,” most often at the cost of Black lives.

**WEBS OF INFLUENCE**

*Conflict of interest is a feature, not a bug, of the sheriff’s office.* Each entity that contributes to a sheriff’s campaign becomes a viable thread in a sheriff’s web of influence. Sheriffs attain and retain their power by fostering such networks of influence. This can look like a secret conversation behind closed doors or public handshakes, major state professional associations, and backslapping at “one of the premier political schmooze-fests in Massachusetts.”

---

38 Conflicted contributions were identified among the sum of approximately $15.7 million that went to these elected/incumbent sheriffs from all entities combined, including business and individual donations. These contributions were totaled from state and local campaign finance reports.

39 Securus accounted for $7,650 of this $29,000, in addition to general telecom and tech companies, such as Verizon and AT&T, that provide sheriffs with technology for the field, office, and jail.

40 Until greater transparency and higher reporting standards are achieved, the extent of these networks will be hidden by a variety of tactics, such as supposed “individual” contributions from executives of businesses that are heavily invested in gaining sheriffs’ contracts.


The high visibility of the office permits a sheriff to gain attention and financial benefit while solidifying political power for another run. The visibility belies a tremendous absence of transparency.

Powerful incumbent sheriffs have the capability of overwhelming their challengers’ bank accounts with the depth of their donor databases; in many cases, donors have been cultivated for over a generation between a sheriff and their hand-selected successor.43

Medical providers, tech corporations, bail bonding services, construction, real estate companies, third-party security and investigation firms, and suppliers of weapons and other equipment are just parts of a massive web of influence and power. The following section offers a glimpse of the interplay between corporate interests, campaign contributions, and what is supposed to be a sheriff’s sworn duty: to protect and serve.

Medical Services

Our research found at least $290,000 in direct contributions from medical providers backing victorious sheriff candidates. Health care for jails and prisons is a growth industry, with new companies forming constantly and doctors gaining access and influence with sheriffs through campaign contributions. These companies seem agnostic to the “do no harm” philosophy of traditional medicine, as shown by their abysmal treatment of incarcerated people. The model is entirely profit-based, so it is not uncommon for incarcerated people to be charged a $350 fee to receive service in jail.44

Five major health care companies currently dominate the captive marketplace in jails and prisons: Wellpath Holdings (formerly Correct Care Solutions), NaphCare, Corizon, PrimeCare Medical, and Armor Correctional Health Services. These and other companies are widely implicated in wrongful deaths, injuries, and unusual suffering. A groundbreaking report from Reuters found the largest healthcare providers responsible for increasing death rates in jails.45 Our analysis of campaign finance reports reveals health companies of all sizes openly court sheriffs around the country with campaign cash and favors.

CorrectHealth LLC made its first recorded political contribution in Louisiana on Halloween of 2008, starting with a $1,000 donation to the campaign of former Jefferson Parish sheriff Newell Normand. Since then, records show $56,150 in contributions from the controversial company to Governor John Bel Edwards, Lt. Governor Billy Nungesser, several state legislators, and county sheriffs. Sheriff Sid Gautreaux of East Baton Rouge, Louisiana, accepted $2,000 from CorrectHealth in October 2019.46 CorrectHealth LLC first assumed control of the East Baton Rouge parish correctional medical services in 2017, over the objections of medical professionals working at the jail.47 At least 22 people died in the East Baton Rouge Parish Prison between 2015 and 2019, and not a year went by without multiple casualties oc-

43 For example, the previous and current sheriff of Hampden County, Massachusetts, appears to have developed continuity in political, philosophical, and financial traditions across two generations reaching back to 1974, when Michael Ashe was first elected (“Retired Sheriff Michael J. Ashe, Jr,” Hampden County Sheriff’s Department, http://hcsdma.org/sheriff-ashe-bio/).
CorrectCare contributed to at least four other sheriffs in Louisiana, including:

- $5,800 to Sheriff Craig Webre of Lafourche Parish between 2009 and 2019.
- $5,000 to Sheriff Marlin Gusman of Orleans Parish in 2010 and 2011.  

In many cases, it does not take tremendous amounts of money to get a sheriff’s attention. In Harford County (MD), Dr. Carl A. Hoffman contributed $1,400 to Sheriff Jeff Gahler. Less than four months later, the sheriff’s office signed a $3.1 million contract with Hoffman’s PrimeCare Medical, Inc. This decision is just a continuation of Harford County Detention Center’s long track record of tragic outcomes.

Small contributions sometimes supplement more generous off-the-books perks. The former owner of Correct Care Solutions lavished former Norfolk (VA) Sheriff Bob McCabe with “large cash loans that were never repaid...trips to resorts and casinos for McCabe, and...pricey gifts and premium tickets to sporting events, concerts and other events.”

Correct Care’s founder and CEO admitted in federal court that he used these gifts to bribe Sheriff McCabe, who in August 2021 was found guilty of these federal charges. These bribes led to the demise of Correct Care Solutions. In reality, the “downfall” was a lucrative buyout by H.I.G Private Equity, which also lists Securus among its many holdings.

The renamed entity, Wellpath, is thriving and expanding despite its sordid practices.

In Massachusetts, NaphCare paid at least $7,100 to Suffolk County Sheriff Tompkins’s campaign. At the same time, 31 incarcerated persons died under the dubious care of Sheriff Tompkins and NaphCare in the Suffolk County Jail. Per life lost under NaphCare’s treatment, the Tompkins campaign took in $229 from the company.

---


49 Salk, “Study Claims East Baton Rouge Parish Prison.”


51 Two amounts dated February 6, 2018 ($500), and June 15, 2018 ($900). Additional donations from other PrimeCare staff also appear in finance reports from 2019.

52 Harford County, “Board of Estimates Meeting, October 9, 2018;” 2, [https://www.harfordcountymd.gov/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Minutes/ 10232018-1065](https://www.harfordcountymd.gov/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Minutes/10232018-1065). Mr. Timothy Keggins of the sheriff’s office presented theRequest for Proposal for “Inmate Medical Services” (Solicitation No. 18-213), followed by a recommendation for an “award in an amount not to exceed $3,115,000 to PrimeCare Medical, Inc. of Harrisburg, PA.”


57 The company advertises 2,574 hiring opportunities in 33 states. Of these job listings, 471 are for Georgia alone; other major signs of expansion include Massachusetts, with 291 positions; California’s 268 openings; and 208 in Florida ([https://wellpathcareers.com/search/](https://wellpathcareers.com/search/), last accessed October 28, 2021).

58 Dollar total is based on our research; also reported in Healy and Willmsen, “Pain and Profits.”

59 Healy and Willmsen, “Pain and Profits.”
With the preceding scenarios in mind, it is sobering to ponder the untold stories that lie behind more than $290,000 contributed by medical providers in sheriffs’ campaign reports. It is even more sobering in light of the estimated $8.1 to $13.1 billion spent on correctional health care each year in the United States. Billions of dollars are earmarked under the header of “medical care,” leading to endless suffering, neglect, and death.

**Telecom and Tech Companies**

Our research found at least $216,847 in contributions to sheriff candidates from a range of telecom and technology companies. Approximately $12,000 of this amount was given by companies that solely deal in the law enforcement and incarceration sector, while the remainder of companies have various kinds of relationships to law enforcement.

Securus, like Wellpath, operates under the umbrella of H.I.G Private Equity. Securus is reported to hold at least 2,600 contracts, and the company’s name shows up in sheriffs’ campaign finance reports across the country. The corporation already holds jail communication contracts in Norfolk and Essex Counties (Massachusetts) and is actively courting other sheriffs’ offices. Two Securus representatives are responsible for more than $7,000 in contributions to the sheriffs in Essex, Hampden, Middlesex, and Norfolk counties in Massachusetts. One of these donors has confusingly listed her company and occupation in different ways for different sheriffs, making it more difficult to gain the full picture of Securus’s operations in Massachusetts and perhaps elsewhere.

Securus and GTL both have a history of using campaign contributions to paper over illegal activities. In Orange County (California), GTL, one of the major service providers, improperly recorded phone calls between incarcerated people and their attorneys—after a web of contributions, including to candidates for district attorney and board of supervisors, they quietly received a renewed contract.

Jails and their corporate contractors routinely charge incarcerated individuals more than $1 a minute, plus additional fees that quickly balloon. The national average for a 15-minute call from jail is $5.74, but the cost exceeds $10 in more than half of all states with jails and can exceed $20 in four states. The federal minimum wage is $7.25 per hour, meaning that a 15-minute phone call could cost twice as much as the caller’s earnings in an hour.

As large companies like Securus and GTL grow their footprints, fledgling law enforcement tech companies grow alongside them, reinforcing the web of influence at all levels—large, medium, and granular. For example, Synergistic

60 This is in addition to the sobering realization that sheriffs’ campaign reports are often woefully incomplete and sometimes misleading. Many of the contributions noted in this report were identified only after extensive research.


62 As of 2015, according to Peter Wagner, “Uncovering Securus’ Profits,” Prison Policy Initiative, June 19, 2015, [https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2015/06/19/securus-profits/](https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2015/06/19/securus-profits/).

63 Securus Technologies holds contracts with 10 county jails and the Massachusetts Department of Corrections.

64 Hampden County, Massachusetts, is distinct in that this county contracts with ICSSolutions for its carceral calls. This contract was scheduled to end on September 30, 2021. Contract data from Prison Policy Initiative [https://www.prisonpolicy.org/scans/mass_contracts/ma_prison_and_jail_phone_rates_fact_sheet.pdf](https://www.prisonpolicy.org/scans/mass_contracts/ma_prison_and_jail_phone_rates_fact_sheet.pdf).

65 When Patricia Auger contributed to Hampden County, Massachusetts, sheriff Nichola Cocchi, she listed her employer as Evercom ($500 on July 26, 2016) and then Securus ($500 on July 26, 2017); her role as a Securus representative is established as far back as December 13, 2014 ($500 to Middlesex County Sheriff Peter Koutoujian). When donating to Essex County, Massachusetts, sheriff Kevin Coppingher, she lists herself as an “administrative assistant” ($1,000 on July 4, 2020); to Sheriff Cocchi, she is an “advisory account manager.”


Software Integrated (SSI) is a Georgia corporation that provides surveillance, data storage, and other technological tools for law enforcement. It began as a small local firm in 2005, but thanks to the collaboration between SSI, Georgia’s sheriffs, and larger jail-tech companies like NCIC Inmate Communication, the company presently boasts of over 300 law enforcement contracts. Other security companies are following this robust pattern of growth.

Massive telecommunications giants are eager for lucrative data and telephone contracts with sheriffs. According to data collected by the Electronic Frontier Foundation and the Reynolds School of Journalism at the University of Nevada, Reno, surveillance agreements have been established between 1,552 sheriffs’ offices (and related county agencies) and corporations, such as Axon, DJI, and Motorola. In turn, technology is deployed at jails, in patrol cars, and nearly anywhere else one can imagine a cell phone signal reaching.

In East Baton Rouge, Louisiana, alone, Sheriff Sid Gautreaux has received the enthusiastic support of large tech and telecom firms, including the following:

- Motorola Solutions ($5,500)
- General Informatics ($7,500)
- AT&T ($12,500)
- EMCO Technologies ($20,800)

In Bernalillo County, New Mexico, Motorola Solutions, Inc. PAC (multicandidate) gave $1,000 to Gonzales on May 2, 2017. The sheriff’s department “maintains a voluntary registry of private and personal surveillance cameras through Motorola Solutions.”

Bail Bonding Companies

Approximately 470,000 people are being held in jails pretrial with no criminal conviction, likely because they cannot afford bail. Median bail for felonies is $10,000, which is eight months of income for a typical person detained. Many of the tragedies that occur during pretrial incarceration can be traced to the practice of bail bonding, which keeps people in jail if they are unable to pay for release from jail.

The role of a bail bonding company is providing pledge money or property as bail for the appearance of a defendant in court. In this system, people with more resources are generally permitted greater freedom, while impoverished people remain in what is de facto a debtors’ prison. Bail bonding agents and companies make their profit from charging non-refundable fees—for example, 10 percent for state charges. This fee serves as compensation for posting bail.

Standing at the meeting point of money, civil rights, and liberty, contributions by bail bonding companies offer a litmus test of where a sheriff’s ethical commitments lie. We discovered at least $36,000 in direct contributions from bail bonding companies, spread out across more than 30 transactions between 2013 and 2021, including donations to:

---

69 NCIC Inmate Communication’s current distribution by state and correctional institution can be found at https://account.ncic.com/AddFundsArea.
72 These statistics were provided by Sawyer and Wagner, “Mass Incarceration.”
73 Bail bonding laws vary from state to state. For an example of processes governing bail bonding in California, for instance, see the overview given by the California Department of Insurance, “Bail Bonds,” http://www.insurance.ca.gov/01-consumers/170-bail-bonds/, last accessed November 15, 2021.
74 Bail bond agents are almost exclusively found in the United States. In most other countries, the practice is illegal. The sheriff of at least one county we considered, Hampden County, Massachusetts, has spoken out in favor of bail reform, Taylor Knight, “Hampden County officials pushing for bail reform bill to be passed,” WWLP, May 25, 2021, https://www.wwlp.com/news/i-team/hampden-county-officials-pushing-for-bail-reform-bill-to-be-passed/.
• Sheriff John Anderson, City of Baltimore, Maryland ($1,320)
• Sheriff Darren Popkin, Montgomery County, Maryland ($2,000)
• Sheriff Douglas Mullendore, Washington County, Maryland ($1,000)
• Sheriff Don Barnes, Orange County, California ($5,050)
• Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,400)

In Gwinnett County, Georgia, the sheriff and bail bonds companies are locked in investigations over accusations that Keybo Taylor demanded support from bail bonds companies, including Anytime Bail Bonding, in order to do business with the county. In Clayton County, Georgia, the sheriff received more than $51,250 in bail bonding contributions since 2015, with more than $22,000 from Anytime Bail Bonding. The required reporting fields for employer and occupation were left blank for all of these contributions.

**Construction Companies and Real Estate**

Our research found $1,620,611 in contributions from construction and real estate companies to the sheriffs in this report. Under the umbrella of construction, we include everyone from the million-dollar architecture firm that designs massive structures to a local plumbing company that is contracted to install a small outdoor drain on one of these facilities—and everything in between. Real estate interests can include anything from the sale of properties for county development and construction to contributions in return for stepped-up patrolling of a real estate developer’s property. Between the cracks of all these arrangements are myriad opportunities for grift, graft, and bribery.

Conflicts of interest take on various forms in this arena, as we see on a single busy day of campaign receipts for Prince George County (MD) Sheriff Melvin High. On November 17, 2017, Sheriff High received numerous conflicted contributions, including $500 from Arel Architects, which has secured two active contracts with the county, and two $2,000 contributions from managers of other county contracts.

Our research discovered many more hundreds of cases of direct contributions from construction companies to victorious sheriffs’ campaigns over the past 15 years, including:

• Sheriff Mike Evans, Calvert County, Maryland ($96,415)
• Sheriff Scott Adams, Cecil County, Maryland ($6,260)
• Sheriff Douglas Mullendore, Washington County, Maryland ($4,120)
• Sheriff Nicholas Cocchi, Hampton County, Massachusetts ($28,404)
• Sheriff Kevin F. Coppinger, Essex County, Massachusetts ($9,550)
• Sheriff Thomas N. Bowler, Berkshire County, Massachusetts ($7,840)
• Sheriff James Cumnings, Barnstable County, Massachusetts ($7,840)
• Sheriff Thomas Hodgson, Bristol County, Massachusetts ($23,470)
• Sheriff Don Barnes, Orange County, California ($66,150)

---


76 Contributions came from Paul Steward, Kelly Steward, Christopher Bohrer, Kelly Bohrer, Robin Hall, and Scott Hall, who are all affiliated with Anytime Bail Bonding.

77 Contribution to Sheriff Melvin High, November 17, 2017, $500. Two county contracts for architectural services and “public safety piers” run from March 11, 2020, to February 13, 2022, and from March 23, 2021, to March 22, 2022, respectively.

78 Amir Ahmad of AD&C Management Co. ($2,000 on November 17, 2017) and VMP Construction Co. Inc. ($2,000 on November 17, 2017).
In East Baton Rouge County, Sheriff Sid Gautreaux received over $150,000 from construction companies over the span of a decade. During this time, the sheriff has also worked to secure approvals and land donations for a new jail in his parish.\(^79\) The total of construction contributions to Sheriff Gautreaux balloons to $214,950 when 2008 is included. This is a tremendous sum of money to donate toward a now four-term sheriff who has either run unopposed or won with over 70% of the vote.

In Bernalillo County, Guzman Construction donated to Sheriff Gonzales's campaign in 2015 and again in 2017. In 2021, Guzman Construction was awarded a $2.4 million contract to demolish a county jail and create a parking area.\(^80\) Further, the company's principal players are collaborating with Jeff Apodaca, former Democratic primary candidate for New Mexico gubernatorial election, to become active in real estate and the legal cannabis business. Pay-to-play schemes abound in Sheriff Gonzales's world, alongside allegations of election fraud still being investigated by state authorities.\(^81\)

Investigative and Security Companies

Third-party investigation and security companies contributed at least $83,315 to sheriffs in the counties these businesses serve. These companies provide a array of services that can include support for solving criminal cases, additional security inside of community facilities, and other services. Some security companies overlap significantly with the tech industry or transition into that sector as funding becomes available.

Uniform and Apparel Suppliers

Suppliers of police uniforms and similar apparel items for law enforcement and incarceration contributed at least $36,000 over 15 years to incumbent sheriffs. Deputies, civil correctional staff, and incarcerated persons all wear apparel and accessories. As a mandatory expenditure, uniforms provide dependable, and often lucrative, annual contracts for businesses. These 32 instances of campaign contributions from clothing companies include the following contributions from law enforcement apparel contractors:

- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,250)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff Nicholas Cocchi, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,100)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)

These 32 instances of campaign contributions from clothing companies include the following contributions from law enforcement apparel contractors:

- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)

In some cases, the apparel is subsidized, and in other cases, the incumbent must pay for the uniform out of pocket.\(^82\)

Sheriff Sid Gautreaux of East Baton Rouge, Louisiana, has taken in at least $16,000 from just one law enforcement apparel provider, Guidry's Uniforms.\(^83\) In the year before the election, Gautreaux spent $270,000 for new uniforms that prominently featured his name.\(^84\) In Chatham County, Georgia, where a partial uniform contract was last valued in excess of $410,000,\(^85\) a $250 donation from Patrick's Uniforms of Florida coincided with a standing contract.

In 2021, the county awarded $2.4 million to Guzman Construction to demolish a jail and create a parking area.\(^80\) Further, the company's principal players are collaborating with Jeff Apodaca, former Democratic primary candidate for New Mexico governor, to become active in real estate and the legal cannabis business. Pay-to-play schemes abound in Sheriff Gonzales's world, alongside allegations of election fraud still being investigated by state authorities.\(^81\)

Investigative and Security Companies

Third-party investigation and security companies contributed at least $83,315 to sheriffs in the counties these businesses serve. These companies provide a array of services that can include support for solving criminal cases, additional security inside of community facilities, and other services. Some security companies overlap significantly with the tech industry or transition into that sector as funding becomes available.

Uniform and Apparel Suppliers

Suppliers of police uniforms and similar apparel items for law enforcement and incarceration contributed at least $36,000 over 15 years to incumbent sheriffs. Deputies, civil correctional staff, and incarcerated persons all wear apparel and accessories. As a mandatory expenditure, uniforms provide dependable, and often lucrative, annual contracts for businesses. These 32 instances of campaign contributions from clothing companies include the following contributions from law enforcement apparel contractors:

- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,250)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff Nicholas Cocchi, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,100)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)

These 32 instances of campaign contributions from clothing companies include the following contributions from law enforcement apparel contractors:

- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,250)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff Nicholas Cocchi, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,100)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)
- Sheriff Nickolas Coccil, Hampden County, Massachusetts ($2,700)
- Sheriff Lewis Evangelidis, Worcester County, Maryland ($3,400)
- Sheriff John Wilcher, Chatham County, Georgia ($2,500)

In 2021, the county awarded $2.4 million to Guzman Construction to demolish a jail and create a parking area.\(^80\) Further, the company's principal players are collaborating with Jeff Apodaca, former Democratic primary candidate for New Mexico governor, to become active in real estate and the legal cannabis business. Pay-to-play schemes abound in Sheriff Gonzales's world, alongside allegations of election fraud still being investigated by state authorities.\(^81\)

Investigative and Security Companies

Third-party investigation and security companies contributed at least $83,315 to sheriffs in the counties these businesses serve. These companies provide a array of services that can include support for solving criminal cases, additional security inside of community facilities, and other services. Some security companies overlap significantly with the tech industry or transition into that sector as funding becomes available.
Universal Investigation Services is a company that handles investigations into Bernalillo County, New Mexico, governmental ethical complaints, and their contributions to Sheriff Gonzales damage their credibility as unbiased investigators. Other examples of contributions in recent years include the following:

- Sheriff John Anderson, Baltimore (City), Maryland ($1,185 from Watkins Security, World Wide Investigation LLC, and others)
- Sheriff Mike Evans, Calvert County, Maryland ($9,600 from Electronic Security Services, Inc.)
- Sheriff Raymond Fisher, Baltimore County, Maryland ($2,750 from Citizens Protection Agency, LLC)
- Sheriff Gary Hofman, Queen Anne’s County, Maryland ($1,305 from Patriot Security Group)
- Sheriff Steve Tompkins, Suffolk County, Massachusetts ($3,250 from Securitas, Security Service Specialists, and others).

Custom Security Systems, Inc. of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, was retained on a five-year contract by the East Baton Rouge Sheriff’s Office from 2015 until at least December 31, 2020. The company relies upon approval from the sheriff for each residential alarm installation they provide to the public. Thus, the company stands to lose business, not only their public contracts but also their public residential services, if they fall out of favor with Sheriff Gautreaux. This provides context for the company’s decision to contribute at least $17,500 to the sheriff’s campaign.

In a troubling trend, our research found sheriffs engaged in undisclosed cooperation with a variety of shadowy security firms, often with no documentation beyond the fragments provided in campaign finance reports and scanty data from sources such as social media posts. Many sheriffs rely on private-sector transportation to move incarcerated people between locations. One of the most prominent companies, G4S, provides guns and transportation and has been implicated in a series of scandals across the world, including the scandals in Pinellas County.

These companies grow virtually unnoticed in counties across the country, as unwitting residents are subjected to greater degrees of surveillance and danger at the hands of private contractors to local elected law enforcement officials.

**POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**

The system of the sheriff is deeply enmeshed with a system of law enforcement designed to incarcerate and over police Black, Latinx, and indigenous people. Communities for Sheriffs Accountability, a coalition of organizers, faith leaders, and allies, has put forward a set of policy recommendations, including ending the construction of new jails and making sure no one dies inside. The Movement for Black Lives has a full set of recommendations focused on policing and reinvesting in communities. Others have described the need to reform contracting laws and to make

---

86 Three contributions of $250 each appear in Gonzales’s campaign reports. Universal Investigation is contracted to investigate the county’s internal political matters and has tremendous potential to slant contention partisan issues beyond the scope and eye of the public. For example, in 2017, New Mexico Public Employees Retirement Association Board member Patricia French (municipal affairs) became the target of accusations from fellow board members, who moved to hire Universal Investigation for an investigation. The accusations and investigation have a partisan/racial edge. The estimated cost for an investigation with Universal Investigations was $6,000–$7,000. When Claudia Armijo (state affairs) introduced the motion to hire Universal Investigation to investigate and John Melia seconded, Loretta Naranja Lopez petitioned the board to dismiss “this personal and discriminatory act immediately.” For the purposes of this report, it is sufficient to argue that investigators determining innocence and guilt in such controversies should not be donating to partisan candidates. Sources: Scott Wyland, “New Mexico State Employee Accuses Governor’s Office Staffer of Ethics Breach,” Santa Fe New Mexican, March 3, 2021, https://nmpoliticalreport.com/2021/03/03/new-mexico-state-employee-accuses-governors-office-staffer-of-ethics-breaches/; https://www.nmpera.org/assets/uploads/board-meeting-files/august-2017/08312017-Board-minutes-signed.pdf.

87 East Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff’s Office, “Contracts/Agreements July 1, 2015, to December 31, 2020,” https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fVq8HS5SR8Wd6l6gTX-A5oY4ODv1IC/view?usp=sharing.


sure incarcerated people can connect to loved ones on the outside and that no incarcerated people have financial burdens from their time inside.

Research shows one major barrier to change: a political and campaign finance system that not only reinforces but strengthens the status quo and leaves people’s lives behind.

We have not ranked the reforms listed below in order of importance. Indeed, campaign finance reforms generally demonstrate the strongest impact when combined together. We propose restrictions on contributions from entities “doing business” with sheriffs’ offices; changing the way we pay for political campaigns; and strengthening transparency and disclosure laws.

1. **End contributions from entities doing or seeking business with the sheriffs’ office**

   Further, some jurisdictions such as Connecticut and New York City limit contributions to campaigns from individuals and entities doing or seeking business with the state or city. This is one strong attempt to limit the quid pro quo from special interests, such as the special interests behind mass incarceration funding or other powerful lobbies with seemingly wealthy special interests. If such restrictions were implemented for sheriff campaigns, we could see a reduction in the number of political contributions from self-interested individuals and entities and a reduction in lucrative government contracts handed to political donors.

2. **Amplify the voices of more everyday Americans, by changing how we pay for political campaigns**

   Citizen-funded elections amplify the voices of everyday Americans over wealthy special interests by boosting the role of small-dollar donors in our elections. Under one form of citizen-funded election programs, known as a matching funds program, candidates raise small-dollar contributions and receive a generous subsidy from the government. Under another, qualifying contributions are raised in order to qualify for a lump-sum grant from the government. And, under yet another, residents of a jurisdiction receive vouchers worth a specified amount (e.g., $100), which they may give to their candidate of choice. All of these programs, regardless of mechanics, boost the role of small donors and are worth consideration.

   This is particularly key because overall across America, our elected leaders are raising more money from a smaller share of the population. This leads our elected leaders down a dangerous path shared by many sheriffs. They are listening more to a handful of deep-pocketed donors and interests than to everyday Americans. If we want to ensure that everyone has a meaningful voice in politics and that policies are more responsive to public needs and less influenced by wealthy donors, we need to put citizen-funded election programs at the center.90

   Small-donor democracy programs are voluntary programs that reduce barriers for new candidates from less wealthy and less connected backgrounds to seek elected office. Some were created after cities or states were rocked by corruption scandals, which

---

can make the public cynical—or spark change. After scandals rocked the state and sent a state treasurer and the governor to prison in Connecticut, there were loud calls to address the ties between wealth and policy outcomes, which often begin on the campaign trail. Small-donor democracy programs demonstrate what is possible when candidates and elected leaders are freed from excessive reliance on special interest money. They are able to push for better policies, such as providing free telephone calls for people inside jails and prisons. It is no coincidence that both New York City and Connecticut have small-donor democracy programs for campaigns and were one of the first to make jail and prison phone calls free. These programs free candidates from endless dialing for dollars while running for office and boost the voices of everyday Americans of every race and from every zip code. More people from more diverse backgrounds, women, and people of color are able to run for office and win. Once they are in office, they are more likely to focus on the needs of larger swaths of everyday Americans.

To highlight a key example of change, Connecticut became the first state to make all phone calls from incarcerated people free of charge. New York City became the first major city to do the same. Both have small-donor democracy programs with high participation rates. Strengthen transparency and disclosure laws so that everyone knows who is funding campaigns.

3. Strengthen transparency and disclosure laws

We also need to strengthen transparency and disclosure laws so that everyone knows who is funding campaigns.
CONCLUSION

The business practices reviewed in *The Paid Jailer* are often hidden from the public eye. Even among legal experts, who ought to know better, the sheriff is “largely overlooked, and even at times misunderstood or dismissed” as a subject of study. Meanwhile, the webs of influence grow, and businesses and sheriffs extract every available resource from those captured in the carceral net. The web is being enlarged at an alarming rate, and the ravenous entities at the top continue to build, capture, and feast on resources and lives while whole communities are being destroyed.

Delay is hardly an option given these stakes. The paid jailer must either be reformed or replaced by a more beneficial, positive, and effective means of bringing safety to communities.

---

Research Basis and Methodology
The data for this report was primarily collected from campaign finance disclosure reports (CFDR) and contract documents from county sheriffs’ offices and jails. These were mostly obtained through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests and web portals that host county data. This data was then analyzed to detect overlap between contracts and contributors, or for any other contribution that creates potential conflict of interest. Collection, analysis, and initial drafting of this report were conducted across 7.5 months, from February 27 to October 11, 2021. Detailed figures such as the number of FOIA requests and their effectiveness have been incorporated into the report body and footnotes. The selection of counties for research was determined through a combination of factors, including representation of all sizes of counties and in distinct regions of the country, and of sheriffs from both major parties.

The standard of apparent or potential conflict of interest was employed in selecting business entities and business sectors for analysis. Apparent and potential conflicts of interest included contributions that indisputably created conflict of interest, as well as contributions from comparable businesses and business executives operating in the same sector, which also have the potential to create a clear conflict of interest in any comparable jurisdiction. Information on individual donors (e.g., occupation and employer) was frequently omitted from CFDRs, even in jurisdictions where this is a requirement. For this reason, business ties of individual donors were queried in a wide variety of major databases and in sources that are unique to a particular locale; pertinent individual information has been incorporated for its potential to create conflicts of interest with a sheriff or carceral institution. Local data presented additional challenges and complexity that are less problematic in large-scale studies operating under uniform regulations and conditions. There is a broad range of variance between sets of data that come from various counties, and major changes to basic parameters unevenly occur across regions over time. Laws and regulations governing sheriffs’ elections vary from one county or state to the next. There is no uniform standard governing contribution limits, election cycles, or campaign finance reporting requirements; additionally, regional limits and standards change and adapt over time. Finally, this analysis takes into account many instances of misleading, false, withheld, or incomplete CFDRs and contract data. Lack of transparency by sheriffs’ offices constituted the primary obstacle to research and analysis.

The purpose of this report is to inform and catalyze advocates and community organizers, calling attention to a virtual blind spot in law enforcement reform. It is constructed for a general readership, and does not constitute a detailed study of individual races or locales. This consideration is indicated through the frequent use of general figures. The report sheds light on general practices that are in need of transparency and reform; it does not purport to furnish legally binding allegations or to provide endorsements regarding any candidate or government representative.